Determination of rotations in three dimensions using two-dimensional portal image registration.
The relative relationships among anatomic features visualized on planar radiographic images change due to rotations of the patient out of the imaging plane. These changes can be predicted a priori from a three-dimensional radiographic model of the patient. In this study we assess the feasibility of using that information together with a planar image feature alignment tool to account for out-of-plane rotations in the evaluation of subsequent clinical patient images. A series of digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) with known patient rotations was generated from a computed tomography scan of an anthropomorphic head phantom. Fixed anatomic features were extracted, as seen in the DRRs of rotated anatomy and entered into a database. Alignment of features from test radiographs with those from an entry in this database yielded an estimate of rotation out of plane (database entry that resulted in the best fit via planar transformation) along with the planar components of setup errors in the rotated plane. Tests using DRRs and films show that it is possible to select anatomic features in AP skull radiographs with position and orientation sensitive to out-of-plane rotation.